Lincoln Park Zoo – Great Ape Enrichment device

Large pvc tube (3’ of 4’), as long as a whiffle ball can fit inside and move easily. The pvc can be either clear or solid. Slot or slots need to be cut in the front of the tube. We have 3 varieties: one, two or three slots in the front of the pvc. Large enough to get a stick in (but the stick cannot be too wide or it may not fit into the ball). We used a cap at one end and a screw cap at the other. We used only one eyebolt for hanging for the cap end and drilled 2 holes in the other end of the pvc and tied the string/rope through it. If you put a second bolt here the ball will not be able to come out for cleaning. The boat clips work well for hanging the feeder on the outside of the mesh. Add peanut butter or something yummy that will remain mostly in the ball and enjoy!